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Gentlemen... welcome to The Wreck
Congratulations on your purchase of The Wreck!
This manual will guide you through your new library. We sincerely hope that The Wreck will prove to be a great source of
inspiration for your music projects! If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions for future sound library projects, we'd
like to hear from you. You can contact us at info@root-sounds.com.

About this library
Scads of composers have wasted a lot of time piling effects on fantastic piano samples in search for a warped and out of tune
sound, only to be disappointed with the results. It's almost ridiculous to think how obvious the solution is: to sample a real
beaten-up, out of tune instrument. The Wreck can be a wonderful resource in a variety of genres, whenever you do not want a
regular well-behaved piano. The Wreck was sampled with all the gory details that emanate from the real-life instrument,
including in particular the tuning that was crafted by neglecting the instrument's condition for decades.
The instrument featured in this library is a G. Schwechten Upright, built in 1905. It was moved countless times and the current
owner rightfully considers it worthless by market value, but at the same priceless to her personally. That said, it hasn't received
much loving care and in fact, several keys had to be roughly fixed for the recording session so they would play at all. Don't
worry, there are still enough keys that don't work the way they're supposed to, like those that strike their neighboring notes in
addition to their own, serving you a mini cluster with each key press.
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A peculiar feature of this instrument is the Oberdämpfungsmechanik (top damping mechanism), a damping mechanism which
was regarded as inferior even in its heyday and basically disappeared from mainstream manufacturing in the early 20th
century. Potential buyers of used pianos are usually advised to stay clear of such instruments, unless they want to spend a lot of
money upgrading to standard damping. Because the damping action does not work so well, these instruments tend to sound a
bit sluggish, turning staccato passages into portato at best. Because of all this, we have kept the pedal down during sampling to
get even more resonance from the sounding box and increased the release time a good bit above the usual amount. In fact,
you'll get pretty good results without adding any reverb right out of the box.
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Format and compatibility
The Wreck comes in two formats:
–

.exs format for the EXS24™ (Apple Logic Pro/Express, Garageband)*

–

.nki format for Kontakt™ v3 or higher (Native Instruments) 1

To use the library, you need to own at least one of the above products (or one that can read/import one of these file formats).
*All trademarks and trade names belong to their respective owners.

1You need the full version of Kontakt (v3 or higher). The free Kontakt player will only play the sounds in demo mode for a limited period of
time.
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Installation
After you have downloaded the archive, you need to unpack it first. Depending on your system, this may happen automatically
after downloading. Otherwise, simply double click the archive. After unpacking, you may delete the packed archive. Better yet,
store it on a backup drive, should you wish to install the library again at a later date.
It is highly recommended that you use a separate hard disk for audio files in addition to your system drive. If you have only a
single hard drive, like on a portable computer, then of course you can also use that. You may not be able to play back as many
tracks and instruments smoothly, however.
The master library folder includes the following:


The Wreck Instruments (folder containing the instrument definitions for all supported products)



The Wreck Samples (folder containing the samples used by the above instruments)



The Wreck user guide (this document)

If you do not require all supported instrument formats, you may delete the extra sampler instrument definitions to keep the
instruments folders easier to manage; however, unused formats are usually filtered out by the plugin browser in your DAW
anyway, therefore the extra files may not even appear when loading sounds. They are also small files and do not use much disk
space.
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Installing for EXS24 mkII on Macintosh
The EXS24 mkII expects its instrument definition files in this specific location:
HD/Library/Application Support/Logic/Sampler Instruments
You may store your instruments in another place (like an additional hard drive), but then you must place an alias or shortcut of
the instruments folder only in the above location by dragging it while holding down cmd-alt (cmd-option), otherwise the
EXS24 will not find it. Caution: Avoid dragging the entire library folder (or an alias) to this location, otherwise Logic will
scan all the samples on startup as well, significantly increasing scanning time. The best thing to do is to create a folder named
The Wreck in the above location first, then cmd-option drag the instruments folders to this folder to create aliases or shortcuts.
This will keep your hard disk and drop down menu in the EXS24 organized and speed up scanning time when launching Logic.
Avoid moving instruments and samples around inside the library folder, because this will break the link between them.

Installing for NI Kontakt (Macintosh and Windows)
Drag the library folder to where you keep your other Kontakt libraries. Avoid moving instruments and samples around inside
the library folder, because this will break the link between them. You may then need to manually search for samples when you
are trying to load an instrument inside Kontakt.

The presets
The sampled instrument comes in two flavors:
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The Wreck
This is an almost unedited, fully out of tune version that sounds just like the original. Very limited editing was done. In a
couple of cases, however, the notes were so badly out of tune that two adjacent keys produced nearly the same pitch. We felt
that this restricts the use of the instrument in an unnecessary way and mildly corrected those notes so that at least they all make
a different pitch. Just like the original (and common for upright pianos of that era), the range is slightly restricted at the top,
extending only to A7. Actually, the range extends to G#7, since the A7 key is broken!

The Tamed Wreck
This variation uses the same samples, but the individual notes were corrected with the normal editing features of the sample
players. This lets the instrument play nice with other instruments. Note that there are limitations to this, because the original
notes are not only out of tune with respect to the proper pitch, but also within themselves. As you probably know, the
individual hammers (keys) of a real piano strike several strings at once. Tuning strings that belong to the same note requires a
tuning wrench at the source, it cannot be fixed with digital editing. Therefore, we tuned them to the average of their perceived
pitch. In other words, even the tuned version will sound out of tune, but not nearly as much as the first version.
Some broken hammers which actually strike the wrong strings inside the instrument were omitted in the corrected version to
allow for a more predictable result. The correct pitches were then 'borrowed' from the neighboring notes by detuning them. As
a bonus, we extended the top range and saved the broken key for the top C (C8).
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The Wreck FX
For your special fx pleasure, we have included three strums across the strings, mapped to the white keys starting on C2 on the
keyboard. Put one of these in the background, and add a few high pitched dissonant notes from the main presets, and presto:
your instant mystery score.

Tips on playing The Wreck
As you become more familiar with the library, you will find that, besides selecting one of the presets, you can also influence
the tuning quality by carefully choosing the key you are playing in. Playing mostly on the white keys (C major, A minor, etc.)
sounds much less out of tune than playing in more remote keys that require several black keys. If you are playing in, say, A flat
major or C# minor, you'll get the whole nine yards of The Wreck. One possible reason for this is that generations of amateurs
may have attempted to tune the instrument with a tuning wrench and gave up midway, but we will never know for sure!
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License agreement
Usage of the samples in the The Wreck library ("the sounds") is subject to this license agreement. By using the sounds, you
agree to all the terms and conditions of this agreement.
The samples and sounds contained in this library are licensed, not sold to you. This non-exclusive, non-transferable license is
granted only to the individual end user who has purchased a license from root-sounds. All samples remain the property of rootsounds and are licensed only for use in the creation of a recorded or live performance that includes the licensed samples as part
of a derivative musical work.
Use of the sounds in multimedia or games is limited to use within original musical compositions ("derivative work“).
You may:
–

use the sounds in the context of musical works without paying any additional license fees ("license free").

–

store a copy of the sounds on another medium (DVD, hard disk, flash drive etc.) for the sole purpose of a backup copy.

You may not:
–

copy, give away, trade, lend, rent, redistribute or resell the sounds to another party.

–

post the sounds to another person or group of persons over the Internet, or place them in a network that is accessed by
multiple users.

–

create another sample library that includes our sounds, whether in modified or unmodified form.
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